Positron Emission Tomography is a revolutionary imaging modality that will give your institution a diagnostic advantage!

A PET system from Siemens will give you the advantage of diagnostic confidence. Confidence in the largest installed PET base. Confidence in tens of thousands of PET studies, and most importantly, confidence in a PET system, offered by the world’s largest supplier of medical equipment!

Not another generation... but a whole new dimension for PET IMAGING!

The ECAT® from Siemens is a PET imaging system, so simply superb, it’s unsurpassed in the realm of cardiac, neurologic, oncologic and psychiatric applications!

▲ Smallest commercial detectors provide:
  • Superior image quality with 5 mm 3D resolution
  • Highest volume sampling with 31 image planes over 10.8 cm FOV
  • Accurate quantification with reduced partial volume effect

▲ Scatter subtraction and pulse pile-up rejection for superior image quality

▲ Built in detector diagnostics guaranteeing reliability and performance

▲ Sun® 4/60 SPARCstation 1™ provides:
  • Multiwindow capability for simultaneous acquisition, reconstruction, and analysis
  • 12.5 MIPS processing power
  • Flexible Networking

ECAT, the Heart and Mind of Medicine’s Future!

Siemens Medical Systems, Inc.
2501 Barrington Road  Hoffman Estates, IL 60195
(708) 304-7252

Siemens... technology in caring hands

Image courtesy of R. Frackowiak, M.D.
London, England
The Competition Orders Out. We Make It Ourselves.

Introducing the Capintec CRC-15R Dose Calibrator, from the company that makes it themselves.

Top line technology...bottom line affordability

From the company that for 25 years has developed and manufactured over 30 different models of state-of-the-art calibrators, sold more than 15,000 units and created the most comprehensive technical service and support system available.

- The CRC-15R is the most advanced dose calibrator available at any price.
- Fastest activity measurement.
- Large, easy-to-read display indicating:
  - Nuclide Name and Number – Activity – Unit of Measure.
- Preset and user defined radionuclide keys.
- Over 200 radionuclide selections available.
- Unique decay calculation provides activity measurement pre and post calibration.
- Complete built-in dose calibration QC and self diagnostics.
- Upgradeable
- Optional printer allows for printed results on a syringe/vial label.
- Backed by the most comprehensive service and support program in the industry.

For more information about how the CRC-15R can raise department standards at low cost, call today:
(201) 825-9500, TOLL FREE: 1-800-631-3826

CAPINTEC, INC.
6 Arrow Road, Ramsey, N.J. USA 07446
Toll Free (800) 631-3826 or (201) 825-9500
FAX: (201) 825-1336
Telex: 642375 (Capintec Rasy)
Beyond Imaging

Beyond each imaging modality and support service we offer there is a commitment to be in touch with the state of your art…and with you, the professionals who practice it. Once a year the RSNA gives us that opportunity.

A time for professional enrichment. The exchange of ideas. A welcome chance to learn more about your requirements for tomorrow. And the opportunity to show you the technological advancements and services we have today.
NOT EVERYONE CAN BE PUT TO THE TEST

OPENING THE WAY TO DIAGNOSTIC IMAGING
Introducing a new renal agent that gives you both...

Renal images.  Renal tubular function measurements.
For the first time, there's a technetium-based renal agent that not only gives you high-quality images, but renal function measurements as well. It's TECHNESCAN MAG₃™.

**Superior imaging quality**
TECHNESCAN MAG₃™ will redefine quality renal imaging for you. In comparative studies with I-131 OIH (iodohippurate sodium I-131 injection), image quality with TECHNESCAN MAG₃™ was uniformly superior.¹ ² TECHNESCAN MAG₃™ offers high renal extraction efficiency and minimal extrarenal excretion.

**The first Tc₉₉m-based tubular function agent**
The renal clearance of TECHNESCAN MAG₃™ is similar to that of iodohippurate, which makes it a suitable alternative to I-131 OIH for renal function studies. Renogram curves obtained with TECHNESCAN MAG₃™ were comparable to those seen with I-131 OIH in comparative studies.¹ ²

**The advantages of technetium**
As a technetium-labeled agent, TECHNESCAN MAG₃™ offers key advantages over I-123 OIH or I-131 OIH. These include ready availability in cold-kit form, much shorter half-life (6.02 hours, vs 13.13 hours for I-123 and 8.04 days for I-131), and lower radiation dose per mCi administered. (Total body absorbed dose [rad/mCi]: Tc₉₉m = 0.0027, I-131 = 0.039, I-123 = 0.023.) The typical dose of TECHNESCAN MAG₃™ required in renal function and imaging studies is 5 to 10 mCi.

**Complete imaging with one agent**
If you've been looking for a renal imaging agent that combines the safety and convenience of technetium with the physiological properties of iodohippurate, TECHNESCAN MAG₃™ is for you. No other renal agent can match its versatility.

NEW TECHNESCAN MAG₃™
Kit for the Preparation of Technetium Tc₉₉m Mertiatide

Please see the following page for references and brief summary of prescribing information.
SPECT BRAIN IMAGING
CLINICAL FELLOWSHIP
Department of Radiology
Section of Nuclear Medicine

BENEFIT:
This program is designed for nuclear medicine physicians, radiologists, technologists and referring physicians. It is intended to educate participants about the clinical utility of SPECT brain imaging with agents such as SPECTamine® and Cerenet®. Objectives include:
- Development of interpretation skills for brain images.
- Appreciation of clinical applications of SPECT brain imaging.
- Knowledge of image acquisition and reconstruction.
- Appreciation of factors that influence image quality.
- Knowledge of quality control techniques for SPECT.

SPONSORSHIP:
This program is sponsored by the Medical College of Wisconsin.

TUITION:
The tuition fee of $650 includes the course syllabus, handouts, breaks, breakfasts, lunches, and other amenities involved in making this a pleasant learning experience. Maximum enrollments have been established. Cancellations prior to the course will be refunded, less a $30 administrative fee.

CREDIT:
The Medical College of Wisconsin is accredited by the Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education to sponsor continuing medical education for physicians. Accordingly, the Medical College of Wisconsin designates this continuing medical education activity as meeting the criteria for 13.00 hours in Category I toward the Physician’s Recognition Award of the American Medical Association.

Nuclear Medicine Technologists who attend the SPECT Brain Imaging Clinical Fellowship are eligible for 1.0 VOICE credit.

Register me for the following dates: (Please indicate a second choice)


I will need hotel reservations for _________ Sunday and Monday night/ _________ only Monday night.

I will need a ________ single/ _________ double room.

A check in the amount of $650 should accompany this registration form and be made payable to the Medical College of Wisconsin. Telephone registrations must be confirmed by check within 10 days.

Name __________________________

Address __________________________

City/State/Zip ________________________

Office Phone (_____ ) ________________________

Home Phone (____ ) ________________________

work address _______ home address

Registrations and payment should be sent to:

LisaAnn Trembath
SPECT Brain Imaging Fellowship Coordinator
Nuclear Medicine Division
Medical College of Wisconsin
8700 W. Wisconsin Avenue
Milwaukee, WI 53226 (414)257-6068

TECHNESCAN
MAG3™
Kit for the Preparation of Technetium Tc99m Mertiatide

INDICATIONS AND USAGE
Technetium Tc 99m mertiatide is a renal imaging agent. In addition, it is a diagnostic aid in providing renal function, split function, renal angiograms and renograms for whole kidney and renal cortex.

CONTRAINDICATIONS
None known.

WARNINGS
None known.

PRECAUTIONS
General

The contents of this kit are not radioactive. However, after sodium pertechnetate Tc 99m is added, adequate shielding of the final preparation must be maintained.

Contents of the reaction vial are intended only for use in the preparation of technetium Tc 99m mertiatide and are NOT to be administered directly to the patient.

To help reduce the radiation dose to the bladder, as well as other target organs, the patient should increase his or her fluid intake (unless medically contraindicated) and void as often as possible after the injection of technetium Tc 99m mertiatide for six hours after the imaging procedure.

Technetium Tc 99m mertiatide should not be used more than six hours after preparation.

The components of the kit are sterile and nongenomic. It is essential that the user follow the directions carefully and use aseptic procedures normally employed in making additions and withdrawals from sterile, nongenomic containers during the addition of pertechnetate solution and the withdrawal of doses for patient administration.

The technetium Tc 99m labeling reactions involved in preparing Technescan MAG3™ depend on maintaining the stannous ion in the reduced state. Any oxidant present in the sodium pertechnetate Tc 99m may adversely affect the quality of the radiopharmaceutical. Therefore, sodium pertechnetate Tc 99m containing oxidants should not be employed.

As in the use of any other radioactive material, care should be taken to insure minimum radiation exposure to the patient and to occupational workers.

Radiopharmaceuticals should be used only by physicians who are qualified by specific training in the safe use and handling of radiopharmaceuticals produced by nuclear reactor or particle accelerator and whose experience and training have been approved by the appropriate government agency authorized to license the use of radionuclides.

Carcinogenesis, Mutagenesis, Impairment of Fertility
No long-term animal studies have been performed to evaluate carcinogenic or mutagenic potential, or whether this drug affects fertility in males or females.

Pregnancy Category
C Animal reproduction studies have not been conducted with technetium Tc 99m mertiatide. It is also not known whether this drug can cause fetal harm when administered to a pregnant woman or can affect reproduction capacity. Technetium Tc 99m mertiatide should be given to a pregnant woman only if clearly needed.

Ideally, examinations using radiopharmaceuticals, especially those elective in nature, of a woman of childbearing capability should be performed during the first few (approximately 10) days following the onset of menses.

Nursing Mothers Technetium Tc 99m is excreted in human milk during lactation, therefore, formula feedings should be substituted for breast feeding.

Pediatric Use
Safety and effectiveness in children have not been established.

ADVERSE REACTIONS
None known.

RADIATION DOSE
The estimated radiation doses to the average adult (70 kg) from an intravenous administration of 185 MBq (5 mCi) and 370 MBq (10 mCi) technetium Tc 99m mertiatide are presented in Table 1. These radiation absorbed dose values were calculated using the Medical Internal Radiation Dose Committee (MIRD) Schema.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organ</th>
<th>185 MBq (5 mCi)</th>
<th>370 MBq (10 mCi)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Urinary Bladder Wall</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper Large Intestine</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bladder Wall</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower Large Intestine</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kidneys</td>
<td>0.072</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small Intestine</td>
<td>0.081</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ovaries</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liver</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Marrow</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testes</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Body</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Assuming patient voids at 4.8 hour intervals.

References:

Changing the look of medicine™
©1990 Mallinckrodt Medical, Inc.
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Focused energy.
Where brilliance begins.

sopha medical
The Nuclear Medicine Company
32 to the FORTH.
sophy computers raise performance to a new order of magnitude.

The industry leader in 32-bit technology.
sophy computers are up to two times as efficient as other systems in most operations. Up to eight times with available options.

Why? With 32-bit processors, specialized electronics, a proprietary FORTH operating system, and efficient FORTH programs, sophy computers provide a unique high-speed processing environment.

And that means more comprehensive data analyses. Faster data transfer and archiving. And the power to drive tomorrow's most intensive applications.

The power of FORTH.
A new level of performance. That's the result of combining sopha's 32-bit technology with FORTH programming.

FORTH is a powerful, highly compact language which executes with unparalleled speed. Our engineers can write, modify, and test new FORTH programs instantly, reducing development time by a factor of three. New tools are available sooner, and it's feasible to tailor software for specialized needs.

What types of tools? Factorial analysis, volume quantification, gated SPECT—FORTH will help us make these advanced capabilities practical in the near future.

Universal compatibility.
sophy systems can process and store data from 14 other computers, centralizing data in multivendor departments.

And, our state of the art token-ring network provides marked efficiency and cost advantages over earlier networks. So even smaller departments can acquire sophisticated network capabilities.
Focused energy. Where brilliance begins.

sopha medical

The Nuclear Medicine Company
That's precision control.
Digital robotics, digital detection— inherently, no other system can match sophycamera image quality.

A sophycamera for every application.
sopha now offers four sophycamera systems.

In addition to the sophycamera DSX rectangular and sophycamera DS7 circular systems, we now offer the sophycamera DSX bodyTrak dual-head system and the sophycamera mobile system.

So it's easy to select the right sophycamera for every imaging requirement.

**Precision body contouring.**

Digital precision. Without compromise. That's the secret to the sophycamera's unsurpassed image quality.

We start with advanced robotics. The system follows each patient's actual body contour with 0.1mm precision, automatically maintaining optimal patient-to-detector distance in SPECT and whole-body exams. So resolution is maximized at the earliest point in the detection process.

**Unsurpassed resolution, linearity, and uniformity.**

Robotic precision is only the beginning. With proprietary digital electronics, sophycamera detectors provide earlier and more accurate digitization, resulting in the industry's highest performance characteristics. Including 3.4mm spatial resolution, 2.5% uniformity, and 0.36 linearity (UFOV).

That's precision control.
Digital robotics, digital detection— inherently, no other system can match sophycamera image quality.
The industry leader in 32-bit technology.
sophy computers are up to
two times as efficient as other
systems in most operations.
Up to eight times with available options.

Why? With 32-bit processors, specialized electronics, a
proprietary FORTH operating system, and efficient FORTH programs, sophy computers
provide a unique high-speed processing environment.

And that means more comprehensive data analyses.
Faster data transfer and archiving. And the power
to drive tomorrow's most intensive applications.

The power of FORTH.
A new level of performance. That's the result of combining
sophy's 32-bit technology with
FORTH programming.

FORTH is a powerful, highly
compact language which executes with unparalleled speed. Our engineers can
write, modify, and test new
FORTH programs instantly, reducing development time by a factor of three. New tools
are available sooner, and it's feasible to tailor software for
specialized needs.

What types of tools? Factorial analysis, volume quantification, gated SPECT— FORTH
will help us make these ad-
vanced capabilities practical in the near future.

Universal compatibility.
sophy systems can process and store data from 14 other
computers, centralizing data in multivendor departments.

And, our state of the art
token-ring network provides marked efficiency and cost ad-
vantages over earlier networks. So even smaller departments
can acquire sophisticated net-
work capabilities.
using aerosols to determine the patency of the pulmonary airway system? Use a gas (that’s what the airway system is for), and Xenon (127 or 133) are gases which are safe, economical and easy to administer with the XENAMATIC™ 3000.

- Shielded for Xe 127 and Xe 133 (radiation profile available on request).
- World’s only system that allows you to study patients on Ventilators.
- Largest and most efficient Xenon trap with a built-in monitor alarm system.
- A rebreathing system that saves Xenon.
- Low breathing resistance so you can study sick patients.
- Semi-automatic operation.
- Remote Control Capability.

Get out of the FOG-making business, and call today for more information on putting gases where gases belong, with the XENAMATIC.

Also available, Model 2000.

For more information, please call or write,

DIVERSIFIED DIAGNOSTIC PRODUCTS, INC.
11603 Windfern
Houston, TX 77064
713-955-5323
THE NEW THYROID UPTAKE SYSTEM II: DEDICATED PERFORMANCE

If you're looking for the best uptake system, designed for patient comfort and easy operation, take a look at the Thyroid Uptake System II from Atomic Products.

It sets new performance standards because it is “truly dedicated” to thyroid uptake activity studies.

Operation is simple, and straightforward, thanks to the user friendly menu selection and logical control panel design. All operations and calculations are handled by a high-speed microprocessor with data displayed on the built-in video monitor. An optional printer is available for hard copy.

The isotope menu is preselected for 7 isotopes (I-123; I-125; I-131; Co-57; Cr-51; Tc-99m; Cs-137), with a manual override.

Patient measurements are automatically decay corrected, and it calculates the final uptake percentage. It has a memory capacity for 8 separate patients, 3 measurements per patient.

The system can be configured as a free-standing unit, or used in a table top setting, depending on your needs and patient requirements.

The Thyroid Uptake System II. It sets new standards for uptake studies. From your Nuclear Medicine Source... Atomic Products Corporation.

For additional information, call us today.

Atomic Products Corporation
ATOMLAB DIVISION • ESTABLISHED 1949
P.O. BOX R, SHIRLEY, NEW YORK 11967-0917 U.S.A.
TEL: (516) 924-9000 • FAX: (516) 924-9241 • TELEX NO. 797566 • TWX: 51022 80449 ATOMLAB CTCH
Jsw Baby Cyclotron

The World's Top Laboratories Have Introduced JSW Cyclotrons.

- Montreal Neurological Institute (Canada)
- Brookhaven National Laboratory (U.S.A.)
- University of Pennsylvania (U.S.A.)
- National Institutes of Health (U.S.A.)
- Kernforschungsanlage Jülich GmbH (F.R. Germany)
- Washington University (U.S.A.)

JSW Is the Leading Maker of Cyclotrons in Japan.

- JSW has installed 11 (eleven) cyclotrons in research and medical institutes, which is 70% of the cyclotron market in Japan.

Quite A Few Reasons For Recommending A JSW Cyclotron.

- Reliability
- Simple Operation
- State-of-the-art Deflector Septum; Obviates the Need for Replacement
- High Beam Efficiency
- Excellent After-Sale Service
- A Wide Range of Automated Synthesis Systems

Now Contact Us!!
Third Conference on Radioimmunodetection and Radioimmunotherapy of Cancer
Princeton Marriott Forrestal Village, New Jersey • November 15–17, 1990
Organized by the American College of Radiology, The Center for Molecular Medicine and Immunology, and The Johns Hopkins Oncology Center, Department of Radiation Oncology

Chairmen:
David M. Goldenberg, Sc.D., M.D., President, Center for Molecular Medicine and Immunology, Newark, NJ
Stanley E. Order, M.D., Sc.D., Professor and Director, Radiation Oncology, The Johns Hopkins Oncology Center, Baltimore, MD

Radiochemistry of Antibodies
Chairman: Claude F. Meares, U. of California, Davis School of Medicine, Sacramento
O. Gansow, NCI
S. Gohr, Institut fur Diagnostikforschung, Berlin
G. Griffiths, Immunomedics, Inc.
S. Kasina & J.J. Vander Heyden, NeoRx Corp.
R.N. Pandy, Medical College of Virginia
S.E. Strand, U. of Lund, Sweden
B.W. Wessels, George Washington U. Medical Center
J.R. Williams, Johns Hopkins Oncology Center

Radiation Biology
Chairman: John F. Fowler, U. of Wisconsin
R.D. Blumenthal, CMMI
E.D. Yorke, George Washington U. Medical Center

Experimental Radioimmunotherapy
Chairman: Donald J. Buchsbaum, U. of Alabama
N.R.A. Beeley, Celltech Ltd.
D. Colcher, NCI
T.W. Griffin, U. of Massachusetts Medical Center
J.A. Kuhn, City of Hope National Medical Center
R.M. Sharkey, CMMI
A. Smith, Paul Scherrer Institute, Villigen, Switzerland
L.C. Washburn, Oak Ridge Associated U.

Clinical Radioimmunotherapy
Chairman: Stanley E. Order, Johns Hopkins Oncology Center and Irving D. Bernstein, Fred Hutchinson Cancer Center
H.B. Cockham, Imperial Cancer Research Fund, Bristol, UK
C.C. Badger, Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center
S.J. DeNardo, U. of California, Davis School of Medicine
D.M. Goldenberg, CMMI
M. Kaminski, U. of Michigan Medical Center
J.J. Kavanagh, M.D. Anderson Cancer Center
S.M. Larson, Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center
S. Maddock, COBE Laboratories
C.T. Miyamoto, Hahnemann U. Hospital
D.A. Scheinberg, Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center

Host Responses and Complications
Chairman: Thomas Hoffman, FDA
T.S. Baker, Celltech Ltd.
A. Hertel, J.W. Goethe U. Medical Center, Frankfurt
P. Lind, Barmherzige Bruder Eggenberg, Graz, Austria
A.L. LoBuglio, U. of Alabama
P.D. Nagus & C. Scribner, FDA

New Approaches to Improved Antibodies and Targeting
Chairman: Jeffrey Schlam, NIH
K.D. Bagshaw, Cancer Research Campaign Laboratories, Charing Cross Hospital, London
J.R. DeMartino, Merck Sharp and Dohme Research Laboratories
M.B. Khazaeli & R. Meredith, U. of Alabama
B. LeBerthon, USC School of Medicine
M.J. Mattes, CMMI
K. Nakamura, Keio U., Tokyo
R.J. Owens, Celltech Ltd.
S. Von Kleist, U. of Freiburg, FRG
T. Waldmann, NCI

Over 50 posters will also be presented on related topics

Information and registration: Conference Registration, American College of Radiology
1101 Market Street, 14th Floor, Philadelphia, PA 19107 • Telephone: (215) 574-3181 Fax: (215) 928-0153
Conference fees are $395 (for all three days) or $200 (for one day only). Includes first night's reception, three lunches, one banquet dinner, coffee breaks, and written materials.
The Core of the Future is Here Today.

The Precision
MICRO-CAST COLLIMATOR
by NUCLEAR FIELDS

Representing a quantum advance in collimator core design. A new standard in imaging performance by all critical criteria.

Reduces Common Artifacts Before Entering the System

- Reduced penetration and scatter
- Perfect non-polarization
- Improved linearity
- Uniform tunnel angularity
- Improved resolution and edge definition

Special Prices Available on Re-Coring Unused or Damaged Collimators

Models available for all Gamma Cameras
Parallel • Slant-Hole • Diverging • Converging • Pin-Hole • Thyroid
Point-Focusing • Fan-Beam • Bone-Densitometry • Prototype designs

NUCLEAR FIELDS
320 N. MICHIGAN AVE. SUITE 2100 • CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60601 • TELEPHONE (312) 743-2680
• FAX (312) 743-2786

NUTRONICS IMAGING INC.
The Security Of Protecting Your Investment.

Nutronics Imaging is the Engineering company behind the product. Special attention with quality engineering. We will accomodate your needs as appropriate. We are not a broker.

Nutronics is your source for:

* UPGRADES
  - Replacement of crystals.
  - Add computerized technology to your system.
  - Upgrade your camera performance by using the Engineering touch.

* RENOVATED GAMMA CAMERAS
  - Cardiac small FOV (37 PMT).
  - Stand alone Large FOV (37 PMT).
  - Analog & Digital Cameras.
  - Spect.
  - Excellent Mobile Cameras.

* COLLIMATORS—Used & New
  - Pinhole, Slant holes.
  - Low, Medium & High Energy.
  - Repair & Recore.
  - Exchange.

* MULTI-IMAGERS, FORMATTERS
  - Analog & Digital.
  - Composit Video

* COMPUTERS
  - Large variety of computers to fit your needs.

* SERVICE T&M OR CONTRACT

We support: Searle, Elscint Dymax & Apex Lines, Microdot, Old Picker, MDS, Matrix Multi-Imagers, Up-take Units, Dose calibrators, Nova com. Consultation on your premises.

NUTRONICS IMAGING INC.
P.O Box 425 • Old Bethpage, NY 11804
(516)753-3001 FAX: (516)753-3002

We buy, sell, trade and lease at a competitive price.

USE THE SPECIALIZED TOUCH
IT'S TIME TO TAKE THE NEXT STEP...

NUCLEAR MEDICINE INFORMATION SYSTEMS ©
(Software Package)

DATABASE

PURCHASING
RECEIVING - INVENTORY
RADIOACTIVE SHIPMENT RECEIPT REPORTS
INVENTORY PROFILE DATA
COLD KITS LIMITATION FACTORS
FILECARDS

PATIENT SCHEDULING
INHOUSE RADIOPHARMACY
Q.C.
CALCULATION OF DECAY
PT INJECTIONS
STATISTICS
BUDGET ANALYSIS
EXAMS UNIT DOSE PATIENT DATA
DISPOSAL REPORTS
REPORTS
DAILY WEEKLY MONTHLY YEARLY

MISC
KIT/SYRINGE LABELS
START-UP FILE
SYSTEM UTILITIES
REMARK FILE
TEACHING FILE
QUALITY CONTROL

ACCURACY TEST
CONSISTENCY TEST
LINEARITY
GRAPHIC CAPABILITIES
QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM
PROCEDURE MANUAL
THYROID UPTAKE
SCHILLING TEST
WIPE TEST SURVEYS DAILY MONITORING
DOSEIMETRY
MISC. INVENTORIES
SERVICE CALLS SEALED SOURCES BIOASSAYS

This Program and a Personal Computer is the answer to meeting your management needs ... and much more.

NUCLEAR MEDICINE CONSULTING FIRM
P.O BOX 824, GREENVILLE, PA 16125

PHONE: 412/932-5840/5430 FAX: 412/932-3176
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As you can see, we've brought the future of nuclear imaging into sharper focus. Almost twice as sharp as ever before.

This kind of definition will give you a new view of what you can accomplish with nuclear. And help you diagnose with greater accuracy and confidence.

With the 7 mm resolving power of the Toshiba GCA-9300A three-detector SPECT, you can evaluate metabolic functions of the brain, heart and liver with unprecedented detail and precision.

You can image an object as small as the caudate nucleus. And clearly define functional anatomy in ways that were impossible until now.

In addition, with the integrated microprocessor camera/computer system, you can perform up to four critical functions simultaneously. Which should change your view of efficiency and throughput.

Toshiba's revolutionary Optotune™ Detector Performance Optimization Electronics System dramatically improves imaging performance by constant regulation of the detector electronics. The response is optimally maintained, resulting in higher-resolution images with increased diagnostic content. Optotune was first introduced as a design innovation for the GCA-9300A. Now, it's built into Toshiba's entire line of nuclear imaging systems.

Toshiba. A whole new way to look at nuclear medicine.

Toshiba America Medical Systems, 2441 Michelle Drive, P.O. Box 2068, Tustin, California 92681-2068, (714) 730-5000, (800) 421-1968.
Coming soon from DuPont...

I.V. PERSANTINE®
(dipyridamole USP)
NO OTHER NUCLEAR MEDICINE SYSTEMS CAN MAKE THIS STATEMENT
The new Apex SP Series is 7,000,000 clinical procedures old.

Since introducing the first digital gamma camera, Elscint has continually expanded and improved imaging protocols and capabilities. Today, 7 million procedures later, we offer nuclear medicine's most complete, most time-proven repertoire of clinical protocols.

With the recent introduction of the Apex SP Series cameras and processors, we now add the speed and power of 32-bit architecture to all those millions of procedures worth of experience. Elscint's "building block" approach means that all Apex SPs are fully compatible with all previous Apex installations. Continuity, connectivity, and upgradeability are built in.

Apex SP-1 - the heart of every Apex SP. With a vast library of proven software protocols, the high-speed Apex SP-1 processor is designed to accommodate the radionuclides of today and to anticipate those of tomorrow.

Apex SP-4, for unsurpassed cardiac capabilities. SP-4 enables all the studies needed for a complete cardiac examination, including SPECT Thallium 201, Planar Thallium, Gated SPECT, and RV/LV First Pass.

Apex SP-4HR, for highest spatial resolution. All the capabilities of the Apex SP-4, plus the highest spatial resolution clinically available.

Apex SP-6, for largest FOV SPECT. An extra large, 540 x 400 mm camera system provides high speed acquisition and processing in a large field-of-view. SP-6 is capable of both SPECT and single pass whole body scans.

ApexNet – leading the PACS. All Apex SP systems may be connected to other Apex systems, as well as PC-compatible and VAX®-based systems. Networking provides immediate access to all data in all systems. Real-time, long-distance case study consultations via modem. Rapid transfer of protocols and data bases; intra-department or around the world.

Clinical support. At Elscint, we recognize that the sale is only the beginning of a relationship. The largest group in Elscint – Customer Service – insures on-site training, routine follow-up, and rapid response to your calls for assistance. Using our recently installed FieldWatch™ field management computer system, we keep 24-hour watch on thousands of Elscint installations, worldwide.

Diagnostic imaging is our only business. Unlike our major competitors, medical imaging – Nuclear Medicine, CT, MRI, and Ultrasound – is all we do. We have to deliver more...and we do. If you're considering a nuclear medicine equipment purchase, invest ten minutes in a call that will yield dividends for years to come. Call the Elscint office nearest you now.

Austria 0222.307995 / Belgium (02) 720.92.46 / Brazil (011) 815.2055 / Canada (416) 474.1229
France (1)48.57.08.38 / Germany 06122.7070 / Hong Kong (5) 435595 / Israel (4) 540540
Italy (2) 3761976 / Mexico (525) 250.63.98 / Spain (3) 299.22.66 / United Kingdom (0) 923.39511
United States toll free 1.800.CAT.SCAN

Elscint
The Intelligent Image
The Intelligent Investment

Transverse Slice: Brain SPECT using SPECTamine®
3D display: Gated SPECT blood pool, four chamber view.

VAX® is a registered trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation.
SPECTamine® is a registered trademark of Medi-Physics, Inc.
Now introducing the all-new Thyroid Rectilinear Scanner...

Specifically designed for functional evaluation of the thyroid gland, the all-new ATOMLAB Scanner is characterized by its ease of operation, multitasking capabilities, and reproducible clinical results.

The Scanner features precise image quality utilizing a high-resolution, full-color display with a 1:1 organ-to-image ratio. A powerful combination of color scaling and background threshold options provides complete flexibility of display. The Scanner supplies objective and quantified data and its dedicated computer ensures reliable studies.

Call or write today for the all-new ATOMLAB Computerized Rectilinear Scanner Brochure.
THE SOCIETY OF NUCLEAR MEDICINE

MID-WINTER MEETING

TITLE: New Horizons in SPECT, PET and Computers
LOCATION: Hyatt Regency Westshore, Tampa, Florida
DATE: Monday—Tuesday, February 4—5, 1991
SPONSOR: The Computer and Instrumentation Council of the Society of Nuclear Medicine
CME Credit: Approximately 11 Hours AMA Category I
VOICE Credit: Approximately 1.3 CEUs available for VOICE Credit for Technologists

THE FEE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Physicians/Scientists</th>
<th>Before 12/20</th>
<th>On/After 12/20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Members</td>
<td>$175.00</td>
<td>$220.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonmembers</td>
<td>205.00</td>
<td>250.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technologists</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Members</td>
<td>80.00</td>
<td>110.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonmembers</td>
<td>110.00</td>
<td>140.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For further information contact:
THE SOCIETY OF NUCLEAR MEDICINE, Department of Meeting Services
136 Madison Avenue, New York, NY 10016-6760 • (212)889-0717 • FAX: (212)545-0221

All registrations must be received by January 18, 1991

Index to Advertisers
Policy—The Journal of Nuclear Medicine accepts classified advertisements from medical institutions, groups, suppliers, and qualified specialists in nuclear medicine. Placement is limited to Positions Open, Positions Wanted, and Equipment. We reserve the right to decline, withdraw, or modify advertisements.

Rates for Classified Listings—$17.00 per line or fraction of line (approx. 50 characters per line, including spaces). Please allow 28 characters for the first line, and 18 characters for the second line which will appear in capital letters. Special rates for AANM members on Positions Wanted: $8.00 per line. Note: Box numbers are available for the cost of the 2 lines required.

Rates for Display Ads—Agency commissions are offered on display ads only. Full page: $1200 Quarter page: $470 Half page: $710 Eighteen page: $400

Publisher-set charges: page $100; half page $75; quarter page $40; eighth page $25.

Terms—Payment must accompany order. Checks payable in U.S. dollars on U.S. banks only, to: The Society of Nuclear Medicine.

Deadline—first of the month preceding the publication date (January 1 for February issue). Please submit classified listings typed double spaced. No telephone orders are accepted.

Send copy to:
Classified Advertising Department
The Society of Nuclear Medicine
130 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10016-6700
(212) 889-0117
FAX: (212) 545-0221

Positions Available

Faculty
The Department of Diagnostic Radiology and Nuclear Medicine at Stanford Medical School is seeking for DIRECTOR of the NUCLEAR MEDICINE PROGRAM with an academic appointment as associate or full professor. Stanford University is committed to increasing representation of women and members of minority groups on its faculty and particularly encourages applications from such candidates. Prerequisites include certification by the American Board of Nuclear Medicine, research training and productivity, broad clinical expertise, evidence of teaching ability, and evidence of experience and leadership characteristics. The Nuclear Medicine unit is moving its clinical facilities to new quarters in a recently constructed wing of Stanford University Hospital and is updating its equipment to state-of-the-art. It also includes a radiopharmacy as well as research laboratories. The Stanford program is affiliated with the program at the Palo Alto Veterans Administration Medical Center, which is also in new quarters and has outstanding equipment including a PET scanner. Research facilities of the Department include MR/IMS and image processing instrumentation and wet labs for radiopharmaceutical development. Opportunities for collaborative research with an outstanding Division of Biomedical Engineering are available. The candidate will be expected to coordinate the scholarly, teaching and clinical activities of these units into a cohesive academic program. All interested candidates should send a letter of inquiry including a current vitae to: Gary M. Glazer, MD, Chairman, Nuclear Medicine Search Committee, Department of Diagnostic Radiology/Nuclear Medicine, Stanford University School of Medicine, S-078, Stanford, California 94305.

The Division of Nuclear Medicine, Oregon Health Sciences University, Portland, Oregon, invites applications for a FACULTY position available immediately either part-time in nuclear medicine or full-time division. Please forward curriculum vitae to: W. David Mains, MD, Department of Diagnostic Radiology, Oregon Health Sciences University, 3181 SW Sam Jackson Park Road, Portland, OR 97202-3098. OHSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity employer.

CHIEF OF NUCLEAR MEDICINE—The University of California, Davis, School of Medicine has a full-time faculty position in the Department of Nuclear Medicine. The Division of the Department of Radiology. Appointment will be at the Associate or Full Professor level. Candidates must be Board Certified in Nuclear Medicine. The University is an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer. The University of California, Davis, TICON II Building, 2516 Stockton Blvd., Sacramento, CA 95817. This position will be "open until filled," but not later than June 30, 1991. The University of California is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer and encourages applications from members of minority groups and women.

NUCLEAR MEDICINE/IMAGING. The University of Virginia Health Sciences Center, Department of Radiology, is seeking a faculty member certified in Nuclear Medicine and Radiology. There is an opportunity for research in Nuclear Medicine, MR spectroscopy, and Medical Imaging. An ideal applicant is expected to participate in an active teaching program for technologists, medical students, residents, and fellows. The new University Hospital opened in 1989 and has extensive modern equipment. Charlottesville is an attractive community close to major metropolitan centers. Reply to: Dr. W. R. Chaney, Box 486, Department of Radiology, University of Virginia Health Sciences Center, Charlottesville, VA 22908. (804) 924-5201. EAD/AAE.

FELLOWSHIP in BRAIN SPECT IMAGING—The Department of Radiology at the Brigham and Women's Hospital/Harvard Medical School, has an opening for one year fellowship, starting in an optional second year, in brain SPECT imaging. The department has a dedicated brain imaging and four rotating-head GE scanners. The department does approximately 1000 brain SPECT examinations per year, including perfusion, tumor seeking, and blood pool studies. Ongoing research areas include: brain perfusion, abuse, tumor detection and therapy, and cerebrovascular disease. Please send curriculum vitae to: B. Leonard Holman, MD, Chairman, Department of Radiology, Brigham and Women's Hospital, 75 Francis Street, Boston, MA 02115. Brigham and Women's Hospital/Harvard Medical School is an affirmative action/equal opportunity educator and employer.

Physician
BC/BE Nuclear Medicine PHYSICIAN needed to join expanding clinical oncology practice. Treatment center has Starwood SPECT camera, dual energy linear accelerator with multiple electron energies, advanced simulator, dedicated GE-9800 CT, and Target System treatment planning computer. Research interests include tumor biology and cancer epidemiology in mining communities. Region provides extensive outdoor sporting and recreational activities. The position can be tailored to meet the demands of those wishing to combine a part-time comparatively rural practice with an urban academic career or lifestyle. Attractive compensation and benefits. Nuclear cardiology experience and interest in imaging of tumors with radiolabeled antibodies preferred. Please send CV and inquiries to: Box 101, The Society of Nuclear Medicine, 136 Madison Ave., 8th Floor, New York, NY 10016-6760.

NUCLEAR MEDICINE PHYSICIAN. The Permanente Medical Group's Santa Clara facility is currently seeking a Nuclear Medicine Physician for this full-time position to join our staff of two MDs. Our teaching hospital has academic affiliation with Stanford University, and is active in SPECT. We require experience in thyroid disease. For more information, call Norton Snyder, MD at (408) 236-5490 or send your CV to Kaiser Foundation Hospital, 900 Kiely Blvd., Santa Clara, CA 95051. EOE.

NUCLEAR MEDICINE PHYSICIAN. Immediate, full-time academic position—Department of Nuclear Medicine, Newark Beth Israel Medical Center. Pre-requisite: board eligibility or board certified in Nuclear Medicine. For further information, please send resume to: Ramon S. Lao, MD, Department of Nuclear Medicine, Newark Beth Israel Medical Center, 201 Lyons Avenue, Newark, NJ 07112. EOE.

NUCLEAR MEDICINE PHYSICIAN: Position in expanded nuclear medicine clinical assistant professor level in nuclear medicine physician with internal medicine background. Special interest in oncoradiology or other subspecialty. Should have academic appointment in nuclear medicine. Interested applicants should contact Dr. Richard A. Bregoli, Chief, Diagnostic Imaging, University of Miami School of Medicine, 11200 SW 8th Street, Miami, FL 33174. EOE.

NUCLEAR MEDICINE PHYSICIAN—Faculty Position available immediately for BC/BE NM physician in Nuclear Medicine Division at Creighton University, School of Medicine. New and state-of-the-art imaging and computer technology. The Division also operates a very busy new clinical PET facility. Strong background in clinical research programs. Interested applicants should send CV to Narech C. Gupta, MD, Chief, Division of Nuclear Medicine, Creighton University School of Medicine, 901 North 30th Street, Omaha, NE 68131 or call (402) 449-4550.

Physicist
MEDICAL PHYSICIST. A position for a full-time nuclear medicine physicist is available at Jefferson University Hospital. The nuclear medicine laboratory is equipped with nine gamma cameras, a triad, and a SPECT. The position requires clinical support, teaching, and research activities. An academic appointment is available at the appropriate level. Interested applicants should send their Cvs to: Dr. John Staley, 10016-6760, Jefferson University Hospital, 233 South 10th Street; Philadelphia, PA 19107. EOE.

Radiologist
Position for RADIOLOGIST with 13 member Radiology Group. Applicant must be certified or eligible for American Board of Radiology with Special Competence in Nuclear Radiology, or American Board of Nuclear Medicine. The Nuclear Radiology section performs 8,000 examinations annually with modern equipment. Competitive salary and benefits, followed by partnership. Send CV to: John H. O'Neil, MD, Chief, Department of Radiology; Erlanger Medical Center; 975 E. 3rd Street; Chattanooga, Tennessee 37403.

Resident
NUCLEAR MEDICINE RESIDENCY—Sept. 1, 1990. San Francisco General Hospital Medical Center, University of California, SF. Program B. 2-yr ACGME-approved program satisfying American Board of Nuclear Medicine training requirements both in basic science and performance/interpretation of imaging and non-imaging modalities. Base salary $45,000, but DOQ. ACGME approved program. Send CV to: Myron Polcove, MD, Chief, Nuclear Medicine Dept., San Francisco General Hospital Medical Center, San Francisco, CA 94110. Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.

Scientist
An ASSOCIATE RESEARCH SCIENTIST to coordinate the radiopharmaceutical research. The University of Iowa Positron Emission Tomography Center. This position will supervise and/or perform the synthesis of ligands for PET research, and also assist in developing new ligands for PET research, planning and development of PET scanning protocols and the preparation of INDs. This person will conduct independent research, complete or assist in data analysis, prepare seminars/lectures and help train investigator and support personnel. Candidate needs a PhD in a relevant area (e.g., biochemistry, pharmacology or chemistry). Completion of a post-doctoral pro
gram in radiochemistry or 2-3 years of PET radiochemistry experience is highly desirable. Send letter of application to Dr. Nancy Andersen, Dept. of Psychiatry, University of Iowa Hospitals and Clinics, Iowa City, Iowa 52242. The University of Iowa is an affirmative action/equal opportunity employer. Minorities and women are encouraged to apply.

Technologist


NUCLEAR MEDICINE RESEARCH TECHNOLOGISTS: Exciting research opportunities in PET and SPECT exist at the University of Pennsylvania for highly motivated technologists. We are currently seeking to fill two full-time research technologist positions, one for a neuro/cardiac PET and one for work in SPECT on our recently acquired state-of-the-art 3-headed Picker Prism camera. The University of Pennsylvania offers an excellent benefits program including tuition and is an equal opportunity, affirmative action employer. Address applications and inquiries to: Nicole T. Ranger, MSc, Division of Nuclear Medicine, Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania, 110 Donner Bldg., 3400 Spruce St., Philadelphia, PA 19104 (215) 662-6919.


Pitt County Memorial Hospital, a 560-bed regional referral acute care medical center, affiliated with the East Carolina University School of Medicine, currently has the following career opportunity in our state-of-the-art Radiology department: NUCLEAR MEDICINE TECHNOLOGIST. PCMH offers a competitive salary, excellent benefits package and ideal working conditions in a ultra-modern facility located 85 miles west of the scenic Atlantic Coast. For consideration, call (800) 346-4307 or send resume to: Pitt County Memorial Hospital, Employment Office, PO Box 6028, Greenville, NC 27834. EOE/AA.

NUCLEAR MEDICINE TECHNOLOGIST: Hospital department currently doing 3000 procedures per year is seeking qualified applicants. Must be certified or eligible for certification. Work with the latest technology and cardiac equipment. Competitive salary and benefits. Hospital is located in scenic western Maryland, offering clean, suburban living and numerous outdoor recreational activities. Apply to or call, Human Resources Dept., Sacred Heart Hospital, 900 Seston Drive, Cumberland, MD 21502, (301) 789-5063. Equal Opportunity Employer.

NUCLEAR MEDICINE TECHNOLOGIST: Stanford University Hospital in Palo Alto, California, is seeking ARRT and/or CNMT certified candidates, preferably with one year's experience, for a Staff Technologist position. If you're challenged by the opportunity to work in a state-of-the-art medical center and teaching institution, we invite you to join our team! At Stanford University Hospital, located on the beautiful and expansive Stanford University campus, you will enjoy a generous compensation package that includes an excellent salary, educational assistance, and on-going training programs. You will also enjoy the significant cultural and athletic facilities, free campus transportation, nearby shopping in downtown Palo Alto, and the mild climate and other pleasures of living in the San Francisco Bay area. For immediate consideration, please call Nora Gurvich, Chief Technologist, at (415) 723-4711. Or send your resume to Nelda Heifetz, Stanford University Hospital, Employment & Recruitment, 300 Pasteur Drive, HP003, Stanford, CA 94305. We are an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer.

NUCLEAR MEDICINE TECHNOLOGIST—Salt Lake City is situated in a beautiful mountain environment and offers some of the world's best skiing. The VA Medical Center has immediate openings for registered technologists (NMTCB/ARRT) in its expanding and progressing nuclear medicine department. This is a challenging opportunity in a newly constructed department with extensive computer capabilities, tomographic imaging (emission tomography), as well as a fully equipped nuclear medicine research facility. We offer competitive salaries and an excellent benefit program. Relocation expenses available. Please call (801) 582-1565, ext. 2260, or send resume to: Pamela Tilton, Personnel Office, VA Medical Center, 500 Foothill Blvd., Salt Lake City, Utah 84148. The VA is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

NUCLEAR MEDICINE TECHNOLOGIST: Registered/registry eligible technologist to work in private office. General imaging and computer capabilities required. Competitive salary commensurate with experience. Send resume to: NMC, 350 Parnassus #908, San Francisco, CA 94117. (415) 664-2600.

STAFF TECHNOLOGIST: Exceptional opportunity to work in a growing department in Santa Barbara. Responsibilities go beyond routine scanning and include introducing new techniques, teaching student technologists, and involvement in research studies. We are seeking a dynamic, board certified individual who desires a challenging, important position. Send resume to: Tricia Burke, 300 W. Pueblo St., Santa Barbara, CA 93105.

TECHNICAL SUPERVISOR: Supervise daily operation and technical personnel of The Methodist Hospital, Houston, Texas. Nuclear Medicine inpatient and outpatient laboratories. Minimum requirement—Associate Degree, current registry and certification in Nuclear Medicine technology. 3 years exp. as a Nucl. Med. technologist, supervisory exp. desirable, strong interpersonal skills. Please contact person at (713) 790-1217.

Equipment

Diagnostic Photon Corp. RADIOPHARMACY LIQUIDATION. Must sell Building, Equipment, Inventory, and Supplies—$1.5 million. Call Mrs. Levine at (305) 972-5006.

For sale: Technicare 420/550, ADC's vertical CDS, system I, system III, DPS 2800. We offer the highest prices for all types of nuclear medicine cameras & computers. Call Franklin at Imaging Solutions (415) 924-955.

EXPAND YOUR HORIZONS
MOVE TO THE CITY
BY THE GOLDEN GATE

The University of California, San Francisco—one of the world's preeminent Medical Centers—is seeking a qualified Senior NMT who will perform a full range of nuclear planar and SPECT imaging, labeling of cell components, bioassays, radiopharmaceutical preparations, computer applications, preceptor students in technology program and teaching residents. Emphasis is on professional development enabling tech. to perform at the highest level.

In-service and University sponsored staff development provided. Must possess a BS degree and hold current certification with NMTCB or equivalent. Must be eligible for CA NMT license. We offer an excellent benefit package. For more information contact:

Duffy Price, CNMT, Technical Director, (415) 476-4592 or send resume to: UCSF Personnel, 1350 7th Ave., LH-150, SF, CA 94143. Please refer to Job #HP65214. aa/eoe/mhv.

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA SAN FRANCISCO

NUCLEAR MED TECHNOLOGIST

Discover A New Shore...

of opportunity with Morton Plant Hospital in Clearwater, Florida. Ranking as the Sunshine State's fifth largest hospital, we can offer you outstanding facilities and state-of-the-art equipment. We're located on a beautiful campus in a semi-tropical, blue-water Gulf Coast location.

Morton Plant has a full-time opportunity for a Nuclear Med Technologist who can perform all aspects of imaging and dose preparation. You must be familiar with SPECT scanning and computerized studies. Hours are Monday-Friday, 7:30am-4:00pm, with weekend and call rotation. Qualified candidates will also be Registered or CNMT. A Bachelor's degree is preferred. We offer a competitive salary and benefits package plus relocation allowance and interview reimbursement. Experienced individuals qualify for a $1,500 Sign-on Bonus. For information, call COLLECT (813) 462-7344 or direct your resume to Phyllis Blair, Employment Office:

MORTON PLANT HOSPITAL
323 Jeffords Street
Clearwater, FL 34616
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Classified Advertising
CHIEF
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Intramural Research Program
National Institute of Mental Health

The NIMH is accepting applications for a senior neuroscientist with experience and interest in applying PET technology to the problem of brain function and structure and specifically to the localization of brain function in relation to behavior, cognition and mental disorders.

Applicants must hold a doctoral degree (M.D. or Ph.D.) or equivalent in one of the clinical or basic neuroscience disciplines, e.g., neuropsychiatry, psychiatry, neurology, neuropsychology, neurophysiology, developmental neuro-biology, etc.

The NIMH PET laboratory is located in NIMH Intramural facilities at the Clinical Center of the National Institutes of Health (NIH) in Bethesda, Maryland, and the research is carried out with the technical support of the NIH Nuclear Medicine Department. Two dedicated head scanners are shared among the three main user Institutes and substantial scanning time and resources are available. (Nuclear Medicine operates the cyclotrons, PET scanners, and supplies radiochemistry services for imaging research to all user Institutes.) Opportunities for collaboration in human studies abound, and facilities for basic animal research are also available.

Duties will include scientific leadership, administration and coordination of the NIMH PET program as well as the conduct of internationally-recognized research. Salary will be commensurate with that of other NIMH investigators with equivalent qualifications and responsibilities, ranging from $50,342 to $78,200 plus full Federal benefits and, for M.D.'s only, relevant bonuses or special pay. U.S. citizenship required.

Send C.V., bibliography, a statement of future research directions, and the names of three references to:

Steven M. Paul, M.D.
Director
Intramural Research Program
National Institute of Mental Health
Building 10, Room 4N-224
9000 Rockville Pike
Bethesda, MD 20892

The NIMH is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

NUCLEAR MEDICINE
TRAINING PROGRAMS

UNIVERSITY AT BUFFALO
STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

• Two year nuclear medicine residency program.
• Fellowship in nuclear oncology / monoclonal antibody research.
• One year nuclear medicine programs for qualified radiologists.
• Five year track programs combining nuclear medicine with radiology or internal medicine leading to board eligibility in both specialties.

The programs offer a comprehensive exposure to research and to all aspects of nuclear medicine.

For further information and applications for July 1, 1991, contact:

Joseph A. Prezio, M.D., F.A.C.P.
Clinical Professor and Chairman
SUNY/Buffalo Nuclear Medicine
105 Parker Hall
3435 Main Street
Buffalo, N.Y. 14214

AA/EOE

NUCLEAR MEDICINE
TECHNOLOGIST
Full-Time

San Jose Medical Center is one of the most comprehensive health care providers in the South San Francisco Bay Area. For this full-time position, we seek a licensed nuclear medicine technologist. We provide a full-service nuclear medicine lab and a wide spectrum of nuclear medicine services.

We offer an excellent compensation package. Please send your resume to Human Resources, San Jose Medical Center, Code JNM/LH-11, 675 E. Santa Clara St., San Jose, CA 95112 or call collect (408) 977-4666 for more information. EOE/AA M/F/H/V

SAN JOSE MEDICAL CENTER
An Affiliate of Health Dimensions Incorporated
NUCLEAR MED. TECH.

Full-time opportunity for NJ licensed Nuclear Medicine Technologist in busy modern department of expanding shore area medical center. Our 460-bed (soon to be 600) facility offers the most advanced technologies, highly qualified and dedicated staff, and attractive salary and benefit package. Located just minutes from river, bay and ocean, and convenient to New York City, Philadelphia and Atlantic City, Community Medical Center is a leader in central New Jersey health care.

Please submit resume or call for appointment:
Personnel Department
COMMUNITY MEDICAL CENTER
99 Highway 37 West
Toms River, NJ 08755
201/240-8030

STAFFING SPECIALISTS

Specializing in Diagnostic Imaging and Nuclear Medicine Personnel

- Temporary Staffing Service
- Nationwide Recruitment Service
- Highly qualified, experienced technologists on a PRN basis
- Recruiting services for permanent positions at a fraction of your recruiting costs
- Assistance in eliminating revenue loss due to staffing shortages

For information regarding the services call
813-461-9642

TRIONIX RESEARCH LABORATORY, INC.
Principals Only
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Applications Specialist

Due to corporate expansion, Trionix, a leading manufacturer of advanced nuclear medicine systems, has immediate openings in its Applications Department. Positions will be based out of our Cleveland headquarters.

Requirements:

- 1 or more years experience as a nuclear medicine technologist
- Strong SPECT imaging experience
- Familiarity with nuclear medicine computers
- Significant travel required

Resumes may be sent in confidence to:
Mr. Rick Walker
Trionix Research Laboratory
1666 Enterprise Pkwy.
Twinsburg, Ohio 44087
For the first time Marshall Bruer tells the real story of Nuclear Medicine—how it started, how it grew, and how it is developing today. No one has done it before and only Bruer could do it now, reflecting on the elements of the past and reporting the events that “either supported or suppressed Nuclear Medicine.”

Written in the true Bruer style, it is a fascinating tale that makes details interesting, data exciting, and the human happenings realistic. Reading it is like following a medical detective story—it is hard to lay the book down.

Every person interested or involved in Nuclear Medicine needs a copy. Send in the order blank below for your personal copy of “A Chronology of Nuclear Medicine.”

514 pages, 7" x 10", library binding

---

Heritage Publications, Inc.
PO. Box 21262
St. Louis, MO 63131

Please send me _____ copies of Dr. Marshall Bruer's new book, “A Chronology of Nuclear Medicine.”

Payment or complete credit card information must accompany all orders.

Price each* | Shipping and handling | Missouri customers add sales tax
---|---|---
$55.00 | 3.50 | $3.15

☐ Check or money order enclosed.

Charge my ☐ Mastercard ☐ Visa account.

Account number (include all digits)

Expiration Date __ Signature __________

PLEASE PRINT

Name ________________________________

Company or institution __________________________

Street address ________________________________

City/state/zip ________________________________

*U.S. customers only. Foreign orders must be accompanied by payment in U.S. funds. For overseas shipment add $15.
TECHNOLOGIST JOB NETWORK

The New England Chapter–SNM/TS announces “The Job Hotline,” a national toll-free, hotline for nuclear medicine. The hotline is designed to provide a quick link for technologists seeking jobs and for hospitals seeking technologists. Institutions seeking technologists should call the hotline number, leave the name of the institution, title of the job opening, and name and number of the contact person; data are then stored for three months in a database for anyone who calls the hotline seeking employment. Technologists seeking employment should call the hotline number, specify state(s) which are of interest, specify type of job desired, and leave name and address. A listing will then be sent out in 48 hours; all inquiries are kept confidential. If an opening has not been filled within three months, the institution should call again to have it listed. The institution should also call if an opening has been filled so that it can be deleted from the database. The hotline numbers are 1-800-562-6387 or 1-990-4212 in Maine. Questions or comments should be directed to: Tom Starno, President, New England Chapter–TS at (207) 945-7195.

The Mideastern Chapter–SNM/TS will provide a referral network for technologists seeking employment and for hospitals in need of technologists. Interested individuals should call Joan Hiam, Section Editor, JNMJ/NMMT The Society of Nuclear Medicine, 136 Madison Avenue New York, NY 10016-6760.

NOTE: SNM chapters are invited to submit job referral service listings for publication. Pertinent information—name and brief description of the service, telephone number and/or address, name or number of contact person for inquiries—should be sent to:

Joan Hiam, Section Editor, JNMJ/NMMT The Society of Nuclear Medicine, 136 Madison Avenue New York, NY 10016-6760.

NUCLEAR MEDICINE TECHNOLOGIST

Wadley Regional Medical Center, a 448-bed acute care, comprehensive regional referral center located in the beautiful scenic area of northeast Texas, is currently seeking full-time registered or certified nuclear medicine technologist. Emphasis on nuclear cardiology imaging including ECT thallium stress studies, and gated heart studies. Cameras include: ADAC Genesys with 33000-Plus computer, Picker DDC ECT Gantry with ADAC 3300-Micro computer, and GE 535 whole-body system with ADAC 2800 computer. We offer comprehensive benefits and competitive salaries. For more information send résumé or call:

Personnel Department
Wadley Regional Medical Center
1000 Pine Street
Texarkana, Texas 75504 (214) 798-7160.

WADLEY REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER

The Country’s Best

If you prefer the wide open spaces to the city’s frantic paces, the country’s the best place for your career. Eastern Maine Medical Center, located in Bangor, Maine, offers a ‘city in the country’ atmosphere highly conducive to personal and professional health.

Lead Nuclear Medicine Technologist

Our sophisticated, 416-bed facility serving half the state of Maine with virtually every specialty, currently has an opening for a Lead Nuclear Medicine Technologist. We are seeking an individual with strong leadership abilities who can work independently. There is also opportunity to instruct diagnostic imaging students during their clinical rotation in Nuclear Medicine. Our Nuclear Medicine Department has three gamma cameras including one with SPECT capabilities. A full range of diagnostic and therapeutic procedures are performed.

The qualified individual will receive a competitive salary and benefit package while living in the midst of four season recreation. For more information, please contact Steve Conrad, Employment Representative, Eastern Maine Medical Center, 489 State Street, Bangor, ME 04401, (207) 945-7868 or call our 24-hour talking ad at 1-800-444-EMMC.

An equal opportunity employer

Eastern Maine Medical Center

Now! You can safely sample potentially hazardous fluids

Here is a major advance in safe, accurate, totally closed pipetting systems.

Pumpmatic® lets you sample fluids without drips or spills. Rapid, one-handed operation yields single or multiple samples that are easily transferred and dispensed.

Your samples can be ejected quickly, or drop-by-drop, to one or more containers.

Available in 1, 5 and 10ml, single-use Pumpmatic spares you the worries of cross-contamination and the chores of cleaning sampling instruments.

In the nuclear pharmacy, Pumpmatic lets you manipulate body fluids precisely, with lessened risk of needle puncture.

Circle Reader Service No. 116

PUMPMATIC™

3306 ENCRETE LANE / DAYTON, OH 45439 / (513) 297-0741 / FAX (513) 297-0742
Each description of the products below was condensed from information supplied by the manufacturer. The reviews are published as a service to the professionals working in the field of nuclear medicine and their inclusion herein does not in any way imply an endorsement by the Editorial Board of The Journal of Nuclear Medicine or by The Society of Nuclear Medicine.

Modular Daylight Loader
3M has developed the first centralized modular system for loading and unloading X-ray cassettes in full daylight, the Trimatic™ M Daylight Loader. The system docks to a 3M Trimatic X-ray film processor and can be customized to meet a variety of operational requirements. The Trimatic M system is composed of three modules: the base, the loader/unloader, and the film dispenser. The base module contains the master control and electronics section, which provides power to the other modules. Film dispenser modules can be arranged in any configuration so that any of the system’s 29 film/screen combinations can be used. 3M Medical Imaging Systems Division, 3M Center Bldg., 223-25W-03, St. Paul, MN 55144. (612) 733-3497 or (800) 328-1300.

Circle Reader Service No. 101

Radiographic Transport Stretcher
Atomic Products Corporation has introduced a transport stretcher that allows the technologist to radiograph the patient directly on the stretcher without sacrificing image quality. The grid cabinet travels 6’8” and allows head to toe radiography. The off-centering feature allows the user to set the film tray and grid in a one-stop operation for radiography of hips, shoulders, and parts of the anatomy that do not lie on the mid-line of the table. Additional features are a cassette tray (accessible from either side), retractable push bar, fold-down i.v. pole, polypropylene table top with “living hinge” and radiolucent cushion that eliminates the gap on radiographs, Fowler back, oxygen tank holder, basket for patient’s belongings, and an optional front entrance ionization chamber phototiming system. The table can be used with any manufacturer’s overhead tube crane, floor mounted tube stand, or portable X-ray machine. Users can order the fixed height unit or the height adjustable model. Ron DeNesso, Sales Dept., Atomic Products Corp., PO. Box 702, Shirley, NY 11967. (516) 924-9000.

Circle Reader Service No. 102

Telemetry Radios
Motorola Inc.’s Radius Division introduces the RNNet 150 and 450 Series of Telemetry Radios, operational on the UHF and VHF frequency bands (403-430 MHz, 450-470 MHz, and 136-174 MHz). The models are available on two-channel operation and weigh 10.2 ounces. Key features include low current drain, voice and data transmission capability, and variable power levels. Public Relations Dept., Communications Sector, Motorola Inc., 1301 E. Algonquin Rd., Schaumburg, IL 60196. (708) 397-1000 or (800) 624-8999 x5992.
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Affinity Chromatography Units

Nalge has developed affinity chromatography units that feature low-cost, ready-to-use, pre-bound recombinant Protein G (rPG) antibody purification devices. Protein G is useful for immunoglobulin purification, especially for murine monoclonal antibodies and shows higher selectivity than Protein A for human, mouse, or other species' classes of IgG. There is no cross-reactivity with IgM, IgE, IgA, or IgD. Scale-up potential exists by stacking multiple 25 mm or 47 mm matrix discs in a holder or using new pre-stacked ready-to-use 50 mm units. Jorge Pardo, Marketing Communications, Nalge Company, Box 20365, Rochester, NY 14602. (716) 586-8800.
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Non-Magnetic Transport Ventilators

Bio-Med Devices offers two totally non-magnetic transport ventilators, designed for safe and effective ventilation during MRI. Model IC-2A is an adult and pediatric volume ventilator, while Model MVP-10 is used as a pediatric/neonatal volume ventilator. Each rugged, lightweight unit has an extended range of safe and effective ventilatory modes, including PEEP, CPAP, and IMV. Each is gas-operated and non-electronic with calibrated controls. Bio-Med Devices, Inc., 8 Bishop Lane, Madison, CT 06443. (203) 245-8765.
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Nuclear Spectroscopy Software

EG&G Ortec introduces the Multi-Tasker, a PC software that allows nuclear spectroscopists to run up to 128 independent acquisition-and-analysis job streams concurrently in a DOS environment. All detectors and job streams can be controlled from a single PC. Multi-Tasker can be used in conjunction with Ortec or user-written software. The software can be used by an operator with little training. The user selects the type of sample from a menu and is then prompted for a small amount of information. The software generates custom report formats. Sanford Wagner, EG&G Ortec, 100 Midland Road, Oak Ridge, TN 37831. (615) 482-4411.
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Bottle Top Filter Units

Nalge Company is offering Nalgene 90 mm Bottle Top Filters that have greater throughput than traditional 50 mm membranes. The cellulose acetate membrane is available in two pore sizes, 0.2 μm and 0.45 μm, and exhibits low protein binding, excellent flow rates, and little or no loss of specific proteins. The filters are radiation-sterilized for immediate use and are non-cytotoxic. The filters screw onto media bottles with 33-430 mm and 45 mm neck sizes. Marketing Communications, Nalge Co., Box 20365, Rochester, NY 14602. (716) 586-8800.
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Magnetic Tape Storage

Advanced Video Products (AVP) announces the addition of magnetic tape storage to its line of image archiving options. The Protape" archive utilizes the latest in magnetic tape technology for cost efficient, high capacity storage of images. Installed inside an existing AVP computer, the new tape drive uses standard 3 "×4.5" 8 mm video tape cassettes. Protape is available in 2.2 gigabyte capacity (storing up to 75,000 CT/MR images or 16,000 chest/bone images) and in 4.4 gigabyte capacity (storing up to 150,000 images with 640×480 resolution). Henry Kunicki, Sales Director, Advanced Video Products, 543 Great Road, PO. Box 1450, Littleton, MA 01460. (508) 486-0024.
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ORBITER to DELTAmanger, BODYSCAN to MaxDELTA—the biggest product line in Nuclear Medicine and now it's even bigger!

A rectangular detector, whole body/SPECT imaging system used to be a compromise until...

---

**DIACAM—The Ultimate in All-Energy BodySPECT**

DIACAM is the ultimate all energy BodySPECT system with rectangular detector optimized for SPECT, planar and single pass whole body imaging at all energies!

**Rectangular Detector for All Studies!**
Newly developed digital integrated processing combined with the proven detector technology of ZLC, DIGITRAC and Bonded Optics assures high spatial resolution at low and high count rates with consistency and reliability.

**The DIACAM Advantages:**
- 21" by 151/4" field of view for SPECT imaging
- Full 81" scan length for Whole Body acquisitions
- Auto Balance for fast, easy positioning
- Single Patient Handling System for maximum throughput

---

**DIACAM—it's part of the Family!**

**Siemens Medical Systems, Inc.**
2501 Barrington Road, Hoffman Estates, IL 60195
(708) 304-7252

---

*Siemens... technology in caring hands*
EXAMINE EVERY ANGLE OF PATIENT MANAGEMENT

cardiac evaluation
diagnostic assessment

interventional therapy post therapeutic monitoring
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EVERY PATIENT MANAGEMENT
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